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Explosive Expansion, Sociotechnical Diversity, and Fragile
Sovereignty in the Domain of the Inka
Steven A. Wernke*
Abstract: Societies of the late prehispanic Andes—the Inkas principal among them—have long figured as
“exceptions to the rule” in social evolutionary schemata, in large measure because they seemingly lacked key
technological hallmarks of complex societies found in other world regions, despite their observed large scale
and complex, hierarchical political and economic formations. Such presumed absences are encoded in the
Seshat Global History Databank, a large global comparative diachronic database recording many dimensions
of human societies. Analyses derived from the current version of the Seshat database necessarily reproduce
these supposed absences, as they inhere in its data ontology, structure, and registry. Nonetheless, patterns
observed in the dataset provide a means for identifying processes acting on and through Andean peoples and
the complex political formations they elaborated. Specifically, this paper evaluates a proposed information
processing threshold model of social evolution, which suggests that social dynamics are driven first by
processes related to social scale, and then by a phase of dynamics in which further scalar increases are only
possible through innovations in information processing. The Andean region appears to violate this model
because the Seshat database records writing and other information processing technologies as absent in the case
of the Inka empire. The author argues that the dynamics of the Andean region are actually consistent with the
information threshold model, but the data as constituted do not capture the relevant variables. The Inkas
elaborated sophisticated information processing on par with counterparts in other world regions, but through
radically distinct forms and pathways, including the Andean khipu (knotted string registries), decimal
administration, and a colossal logistical and administrative infrastructural apparatus. This interwoven bundle
of technologies and institutions constituted an information revolution that surpassed the information threshold
and enabled explosive Inka imperial expansion, even as it produced certain vulnerabilities and fragile
sovereignty.
Key words: social complexity; technology; Andes; data ontology; imperialism; fragility
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Introduction

The Inkas and their ancestors in the Andean region of
South America have long vexed post-Enlightenment
western sensibilities and theories concerning the
features and dynamics of complex societies. They seem
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to present a conundrum: How could it be, so goes the
perennial quandary, that the Inkas achieved political
control over such a vast and diverse domain—the largest
political formation ever in the Indigenous Americas—in
the absence of writing, the wheel, iron, currency,
markets, and other hallmarks of complex societies in
other world regions? Comparative anthropological
projects since Victorian times have foundered on such
ethnocentric assumptions. Clearly, the distinctive
cultural forms, practices, and trajectories of the peoples
of the Andes present challenges to any systematic
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comparative project attempting to infer global trends in
past social dynamics.
These challenges are in evidence in the Seshat Global
History Databank, a massive comparative database that
encodes over 1500 variables on 414 societies from 35
world regions (Natural Geographic Areas, hereafter
NGAs) over the last 10 000 years[1]. At present, the
Seshat database provides the most comprehensive
diachronic dataset (at century intervals) on the contours
of global change in social formations over long time
spans. In the first analytical paper using the Seshat data,
Turchin and colleagues[1] conducted Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) on a subset of 30 NGAs, in
which 51 variables were grouped into nine “complexity
characteristics” (CCs), four of which encode dimensions
of polity scale (total population, size of principal
political center, etc.) and five of which encode
dimensions of government, currency, infrastructure, and
information systems. Turchin and colleagues[1] found
that 77% of the variation in the data is accounted for in
a single Principal Component (hereafter, PC1), which
groups the four CC variables related to scale[2]. They
interpret this striking covariance as an index of a
universal parameter in social evolution: Key aspects of
human social organization tend to coevolve in
predictable ways relative to polity scale. This result
supports the hypothesis that there are substantial
commonalities in the ways that human societies
evolve[2].
They also noted, however, certain features of diversity
within the dataset. Contrasts between the societies of the
Americas and those of the Old World are chief among
them, as “…the timing of takeoff and the rate of change
as well as the level of social complexity reached in
different regions by 1900 [CE]”[2]. Nonetheless pursuing
a resurgent unilineal model of social evolution, Turchin
and colleagues[1] suggest that the invasion and
colonization of the Americas by Europeans may have
been merely epiphenomenal to their distinct levels of
social complexity: “The difference in PC1 levels
indicates that societies in the Americas were not as
complex as those from Eurasia at the time of contact,
which may be a contributing factor to explaining why
European societies were able to invade and colonize the
Americas”[2]. This kind of speculation begs scrutiny.
There are (at least) two concerns to raise, both of which
are interwoven through this paper. First, the nature of
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those determinants is unestablished. The Seshat
database is a brave attempt to address such questions.
But humility before such consequential framings of
world-turning historical conjunctures is in order,
especially when the evidentiary basis is still in
development. Secondly and more importantly, any such
distal causal factor would only set the broadest of
parameters for the forms and pathways that more
proximate, socially-constructed, historically-contingent
cultural practices and institutions might take. These
more proximate and mediating factors are no less
determinative of the historical trajectories and cultural
forms observed in archaeological and textual records.
How could it be otherwise? The observed culturally- and
historically-contingent and entrained diversity of human
social practices, languages, and institutions attests to
how capacious the parameters of distal causal factors
such as “social scale” actually are[3]. Attending to those
(more empirically grounded) proximal factors centers
analysis on historical conjunctures, institutional
arrangements, and even the roles of individual actors and
actions in producing historical outcomes such as the
colonization of the Americas by Europeans.
Subsequently, Shin and colleagues[4] called attention
to the ahistorical and decontextualized framing of
Turchin and colleagues’ study, which arrays all societies
and periods in reference to the largest dimension of
shared variability in the Seshat database. Shin and
colleagues[4] pursue an understanding that factors in
historical contingencies of how polities change—that is,
how societies evolve through the feature space of the
Seshat dataset. Working with the same subset of 30
NGAs and 9 CCs as Turchin and colleagues, Shin and
colleagues[4] brought into focus a second Principal
Component (hereafter, PC2) composed of the 5
administrative and information processing CCs. When
PC2 is plotted orthogonally to Turchin and colleagues’
PC1, the resulting vectors display an intriguing
nonlinear trend, whereby dynamics toward social
complexity tended to be driven by scalar factors first, but
then beyond certain scales, polities may only continue to
expand through improvements in information
processing and economic systems. Innovations in
information processing then facilitate further increases
in scale[4]. Shin and colleagues[4] thus propose a dual
threshold model for Holocene social evolution: A scale
threshold for the first part, and an information threshold
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for the second part. The implications of this sinusoidal
relationship between PC1 (scale) and PC2 (information
processing) dimensions are multiple. To wit, certain
innovations in information processing are irrelevant or
superfluous unless or until a scale threshold is
approached (and indeed, there were no small scale
societies with elaborate information processing in the
sample[4]), and only some societies abutting an
information threshold will have developed relevant
information processing capacities. Also, some societies
may never approach or pass through a scalar threshold,
while others may cycle between the scalar and
information thresholds repeatedly. A compelling
feature of this approach is its diachronic and
contextually-sensitive nature, as it presents a plausible
account of the oscillations between polity consolidation
and dissolution observed in many world regions[5].
Within this model, Shin and colleagues[4] point out
three important additional patterns in the PC1/PC2
vector space, which are the focus of this paper. First,
societies of the Americas included in the Seshat database
cluster toward the lower end of PC1, and nearly all are
beneath the scale threshold. Second, while Eurasian
polities display a predominantly upward trend in PC2
between the scalar and information thresholds
(reflecting increasing information processing), New
World
polities
generally
do
not.
This
disparity—together with a diversity of information
processing mechanisms in general—results in large
variances in the PC2 loadings between the scalar and
information thresholds. This suggests there were
disparate pathways through the information processing
threshold. Third, and most directly relevant to my
purposes here, among the New World polities in the
sample, only the imperial Inka cross through the
information threshold, but do so with markedly low PC2
(information processing) scores. Put simply, the Inkas
seem to expand through the scalar threshold and then
continue to blow through the information threshold with
little apparent growth in information processing. I
propose that these seeming exceptions to the model are
either effects of sample bias in the Seshat database, a
definitional problem related to information processing
variables within it (category errors), or omissions of
relevant variables in information processing (omitted
variable bias). The first of these problems can be
mitigated by expanding the number and diversity of
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polities in the Seshat database—a big collaborative
project that is in fact ongoing. The second requires
reconsideration of the information capacities of the
Inkas and their predecessors as currently recorded in the
database. The third requires addition of the information
capacities present in the Andes but that may be absent in
the other contexts, both to capture the relevant variables
in the Andean case, and to maintain symmetry of
comparative criteria in the database design.
My purpose is not only critical or deconstructive,
though a thoroughgoing interrogation of data ontologies,
structures, and definitions is crucial for the rigor of such
an ambitious global scale project. Rather, I use the dual
threshold model presented by Shin and colleagues[4] as
an analytical tool to think with as a provisional basis for
forming hypotheses about the trajectory of social
complexity in the late prehispanic Andes. I argue that
Andean peoples—and the Inkas, in particular—are not
as exceptional as they may seem within the confines of
the Seshat database, because the database defines away
key dimensions of information technologies and
institutional arrangements by Andean peoples. This
paper sketches out some pathways of redress for the
Seshat project to consider for encoding the forms of
ingenuity that the Inkas and their predecessors
elaborated as they navigated distinct pathways of
information processing. In so doing, I suggest that the
Inkas and their predecessors were perhaps exceptional in
other ways. Prime among these is the degree to which
they developed forms of information registry and
retrieval through tactile, fiber media using encoding
conventions that domain experts have begun to decipher,
but remain far from understanding in their fullness. They
also developed highly complex non-market economies
at a near continental scale, linked together through
elaborate infrastructure and a political economy in
which currency and its logic were not “absent”, but
unnecessary.

2

On Andean Absences
Exceptionalism (Again)

and

Inka

A significant challenge facing the Seshat project then, is
how to describe the sociotechnical presences of Andean
polities in ways amenable to comparison to other world
regions. Ethnocentric bias in trait lists used to define
evolutionary schemata has bedeviled (armchair)
anthropology since its disciplinary origins, and the
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cultural relativist critique of it need not be rehearsed
again here (see, e.g., Refs. [6–8]). But a recurrent
problem is the manner in which traits specific to the Old
World are taken as the normative, unmarked category,
such that their “absence” itself becomes a feature to be
noted or explained. This implicit bias remains encoded
in the Seshat database—and not only in the data values
as entered, but in the logic of the data fields themselves.
For example, Table 1 presents 24 social complexity
variables related to information processing as entered in
Seshat for the imperial era Inkas. The variables coded as
“absent” in almost every instance are problematic, even
within the logic of the data categories as conceived. I see
two paths forward to redressing this problem: (1)
changing the definitional criteria of extant variables to
admit more diversity of human solutions to information
processing, or (2) adding variables to more closely
approximate the full diversity of human modalities of
information processing. In the first case, we may ask
why the variables related to writing focus on a specific
Table 1 Variables as recorded for imperial era inka in social
complexity section, information subsection of the
Equinox2020 release of the Seshat database[9].
Variable
Mnemonic device
Nonwritten record
Written record
Script
Non-phonetic writing
Phonetic alphabetic writing
Lists tables and classification
Calendar
Sacred text
Religious literature

Value
Present
Present
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent

Practical literature
History
Philosophy
Scientific literature
Fiction
Article
Token
Precious metal
Foreign coin
Indigenous coin
Paper currency
Courier
Postal station
General postal service

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Present
Inferred present
Inferred absent
Inferred absent
Inferred absent
Inferred absent
Present
Present
Inferred absent

kind of writing (lexigraphy—signs representing speech
sounds) as opposed to other potential modalities, such as
semasiography (symbolic representation of non- or
extra-linguistic concepts, as in, for instance, musical or
mathematical notation, and perhaps the Andean khipu).
I will explore this topic further below. In the second case,
we may ask why there are no data variables recording
whether fiber media systems of data registry are present
or absent. The data categories themselves encode a
normative hierarchy, as the “written records” variable
here encodes phonographic notation, “script” here
records modes for encoding lexigraphic signs, while
functionally analogous, though radically distinct
information technologies as developed in the Americas
are not presented as possibilities for achievement in
information processing in the Old World. Such biased
asymmetries could be identified and mitigated
throughout the database, admitting to a greater global
sociotechnical diversity than is currently encoded in it.
In the case of the Inkas, at least, I believe the analytical
results derived from such a revised and expanded
database would improve fit with the dual threshold
model as proposed by Shin et al.[4].
These topics as they relate to the Inka are explored in
more detail below. My focus here is dual, the first a
narrower consideration of the categories and coding in
the Seshat database as they relate to a number of features
in Andean societies, and the second a broader
consideration of the framing of social evolution and its
often teleological emphasis on variables accounting for
increasing hierarchization and centralization, rather than
a more holistic approach to consider factors that might
account for observed oscillations in centralization and
hierarchy through time. To look at political processes
this way—in their dissolution as well as in than their
construction—brings the fragility of complex,
hierarchical polities to the fore—even those that have “s
uccessfully” navigated scalar and information
thresholds[10]. Attending to the fragility of complex
social formations is akin to doing comparative social
evolutionary study inversely to conventional practice:
Attending to the vulnerabilities of political and
economic institutions. What are the blind spots of
information processing systems of a given state or
empire? How must institutions simplify and thus render
legible a representation of a much more complex and
diverse social, political, and economic arrangements
across different localities and through time? This is an
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area that has seen much less theorization (with the
notable exceptions of the works by Scott[11, 12] and
Yoffee[13]). Thus, even as I argue that the Inka did
surpass scalar and information thresholds, contra the
Seshat dataset as currently conceived and registered, I
also seek to balance this perspective with an eye to the
vulnerabilities and fragilities of their sovereignty[14].

3

Explosive Expansion and
Information Revolution

the

Inka

On the eve of the Spanish invasion of the Andes,
Tawantinsuyu—the
Inka
imperial
“fourfold
domain”—encompassed about a million square
kilometers and a population of some 10 million
inhabitants,
distributed
among
dozens
of
ethno-linguistic groups in an extremely diverse
landscape. It far surpassed the boundaries of modern
Andean republics, stretching from near the southern
border of Colombia in the north, through western
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, northwestern Argentina, and
southern Chile (Fig. 1). What is more, the vast majority
of Inka imperial expansion occurred in just a few
generations—starting in the mid-15th century CE with
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Fig. 1 Tawantinsuyu (gray area), showing major imperial
roads and centers. Road and settlement data based on
D’Altroy 2017[15].
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the reign of Pachakutiq Inka Yupanki, and continuing
through the rulers Thupa Inka and Wayna Qhapaq. Inka
imperial expansion—which had never really been
substantially beaten back in a sustained manner—was
only truncated by the Spanish invasion. As history would
have it, Pizarro’s invasion coincided with a protracted
fratricidal conflict of succession between two sons of
Wayna Qhapac—Atawalpa Inka and Waskhar—which
was provoked by a power vacuum when both Wayna
Qhapaq and his heir apparent Ninan Kuyuchi died
suddenly in the northern reaches of the empire in 1528,
most likely of hemorrhagic smallpox sweeping through
the population in advance of any sustained Spanish
presence[16, 17].
Generations of Inka scholarship have focused on
identifying and understanding the processes that might
account for this explosive imperial expansion over such
a colossal and diverse domain[17] (for syntheses, see
Refs. [18−25]). Here I suggest that an information
revolution was a significant propellant of Inka state
expansion, That is, the simplifications of state
intelligence and variable bureaucratization produced
expansive but fragile sovereignty. A full accounting is
of course beyond the scope of this paper, but answers that
have emerged in the past few decades of research tend to
fall into a handful of categories, discussed below.
First, rapid Inka imperial expansion was possible only
after much more protracted state formation processes in
greater Cuzco had produced a stable governmental
structure, a large and unified core population, and an
army that could mount extended offensive expansionary
campaigns[26]. Only quite recently have sustained
archaeological research programs in the imperial
heartland enabled us to peer beyond chronicler-based
“great man” narratives that attributed virtually all state
institutions to Pachacutiq Inka Yupanki, the ninth of
twelve rulers in the traditional dynastic sequence[27],
who engineered the first major pulse of imperial
expansion beyond the Cuzco environs[26, 28–33]. The
Inkas emerged as a dominant polity out of the crucible
of intense inter-ethnic rivalry and coalition building in
Cuzco and neighboring valleys over a 250–300 year
period following the dissolution of the expansive Wari
state in the 11th century CE[26]. It was during this interval
that the regional settlement pattern shifted from a convex
(decentralized) to primate rank size pattern, with Cuzco
as the dominant center[26, 30]. A suite of settlement
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pattern evidence combined with close readings of
ex-oral chronicler accounts suggest that the Inkas moved
from a primus inter pares relationship with other
regional polities to a dominant position during the 13th
century CE[26, 29, 30]. Especially relevant to this
discussion, Covey explores the question of state
emergence in relation to a scalar threshold—specifically,
indices of political control beyond a one day round trip
(pedestrian) travel and finds strong settlement pattern
evidence for it between 1200 and 1300 CE[30]. It is
around this time that a wholesale transformation of the
regional landscape occurred with the establishment of
royal estates in the traditional lands of former rival
polities in the Vilcanota Valley, the proliferation of
centrally-planned settlements with Inka temples and
administrative architecture, and widespread agricultural
intensification in the region[26, 30, 33–37].
Notably, indices for major innovations in information
systems—for example, the development of a judicial
system, the state calendrical system, decimal
administration, and inter-regional road systems—appear
to emerge only with the reign of Pachakutiq Inka
Yupanki, who was the architect of the first major
expansionist campaigns of the mid-15th century CE,
which quickly engulfed the Lake Titicaca Basin and
altiplano to the south, as well as the entirety of the central
and northern highlands to central Ecuador and north
coastal regions, including the Chimu empire[17, 23, 30].
Pachakutiq Inka Yupanki and his successor and son
Thupa Inka Yupanki, appear to have orchestrated the
great bulk of imperial expansion, leaving only far
northern and southern campaigns, and the great
pilgrimage center of Pachacamac on the central coast, to
be annexed by Wayna Qhapaq (and, briefly, by his
warring sons Atawalpa and Washkar).
The huge extent of imperial expansion under just two
rulers begs questions as to the methods employed and the
character of the polities incorporated. Imperial
expansion proceeded in large measure through
annexation or cession of generally quite large
ethno-territorial blocs (many several tens of thousands
of people in scale, dispersed over areas of several
thousand square kilometers) through a mix of offensive
military strategies and diplomatic inducements[24, 38–45].
Late prehispanic highland polities were generally
composed of a nested arrangement of ayllus (named,
ancestor-focused kindreds), each headed by an ethnic
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lord, and arranged in dualistic fashion between two
ranked sayas (moieties). The building blocks of Andean
polities, ayllus have been aptly called “intimate
bureaucracies”[46], as they bundled consanguinity and
affective affiliative ties together with a seemingly
impersonal, pervasive, and microscopic accounting of
reciprocal obligation. The modus operandi of Inka
imperial incorporation set about promoting compliant
elites and bureaucratizing their roles, thus amplifying
and ossifying latent or fluid hierarchies of ayllus within
highland polities[40, 47–50].
Inka imperial claims to sovereignty were therefore
quite legible to subject peoples—particularly in the
central Andean highlands—which greased the skids of
expansion by proceeding through a common political
idiom of Andean chieftaincy: That is, even as Inka
imperial incorporation transformed the internal
organization of subject polities[51–53], the Inkas
presented themselves as merely (paramount) lords
among lords[22, 47, 54, 55]. The politics of Andean
chieftaincy turned on descent principles, as the figure of
the kuraka (ayllu headman, ethnic lord) traced direct
descent from local paramount ancestral deities
(huacas), who mediated the generative and destructive
forces of the natural world[56, 57]. Subject-sovereign
relations were defined by reciprocal obligation: As
ancestral deities, properly venerated, provided the basis
for material wellbeing, so subjects owed tribute to
kurakas as their most direct descendants. Personhood
and community were thus largely defined as a balancing
of accounts in relation to a covenantal obligation of
tribute to the ancestors in exchange for their
wellbeing[58]. As paramount kurakas among kurakas, the
Inkas were thus owed tribute in exchange for subjects’
wellbeing and prosperity. It follows then, that Inka
imperialism proceeded in large measure through indirect
means, leveraging the authority of client polities to
render pliant subjects and surplus produce. Diversity
was not only tolerated but enforced—subjects were
required to retain their ethnic regalia (clothing,
accoutrements, head shaping, and other physical
modifications) even if they were moved collectively by
the state to remote lands.
The Inka information revolution was rooted in this
ethos of kinship and the logics and dynamics of the
production of obligation and its attendant requirements
for account keeping. The same can be said of many of the
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features of the imperial political economy. In this
economy, coins or paper currency (an index of
information complexity in the Seshat database; Table 1)
was not “absent”, it was largely irrelevant. This is not to
say the Inka did not grasp logics of market exchange.
Large polities in coastal Ecuador and northern Peru
circulated bronze axe-monies in far flung exchange
networks, as well as shell and gold beads as exchange
media, and they continued to do so through Inka
incorporation[59]. But the Inkas did not incorporate
currency in their vast imperial economy; rather these
exchange networks provided indirect means of clawing
in exotic and prestige goods through clientelist
arrangements. Normative policies and institutions
tending toward “Inkanization” were selectively
administered depending on local and regional
circumstances, and appear to have intensified through
time in the imperial heartland of the central highlands[53].
For example, near the northern frontier of the empire, by
contrast, the Inkas encountered small highland polities
engaged in exchange in prestige goods through a corps
of long-distance traders[60]. Tellingly, those that had
been incorporated into Tawantinsuyu in these areas of
the northern highlands earlier had been more thoroughly
converted into approximations of central Andean
closed-circuit economic arrangements linking remote
ethnic colonies in diverse production zones to highland
political cores, rather than relying on continued
exchange through long distance status traders[54, 60].
Thus, while the Inka skimmed surplus from the
exchange-based economies of large client states on the
north coast (such as Chimor—an empire unto itself),
they also re-engineered smaller northern highland
polities into something like the political economy of
central northern highland polities, resulting in more
legible political and economic units.
What mattered most in this enormous and complex
tribute economy of millions of people—what required
elaborate accounting protocols in order for state
institutions to function—were energetic flows of corvée
labor into the system, the collection of resulting surplus
produce, and their strategic redistribution by imperial
administrators[22, 51, 52, 61]. In a comparative framing,
Inka state storage systems and their attendant
accountants and administrators constituted a form of
central banking, and the strategic management and
deployment of material therein (generally lumped under
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the impoverished term “redistribution”) was a system of
financialization[62] or mobilization[63–65]. For good
reason, then, the Inka economy has been called a “supply
on command” rather than a “supply and demand”
economy[66], and major research efforts have been
dedicated to understanding Inka state storage
systems[49, 67–71]. Through state-directed mobilization,
labor was transmogrified into centrally-stored goods,
which in turn were carefully inventoried and converted
again by imperial administrators into security (as a
buffer for lean times, and for fueling military ventures),
prestige goods, and infrastructure (by directly
supporting the subsistence needs of its craftspeople), in
the form of roads, canals, agricultural terraces, palaces,
temples, and so on[63, 72].
State sponsored ritual is central to understanding how
this worked. Unlike most other world regions (even in
the Americas), urbanism in Tawantinsuyu—and in the
Andes generally[73]—generally did not develop through
accretionary processes around central market places, but
rather was driven by ritual and the exigencies of
redistributive economics[74, 75]. As a consequence, in the
later part of the cultural sequence, Andean urban centers
were largely state-ordered prerogatives, and in the case
of the Inkas, almost entirely so, as rotating corvée
laborers made up a significant fraction of the population
of greater Cuzco and a network of regional imperial
centers, which were designed around large central
ceremonial plazas and ancillary ritual structures. These
central ceremonial spaces acted as stage sets for
elaborate processionals, massive commensal rituals, and
the distribution of prestige goods in ostentatious
performances of largesse[49, 76–80]. Such state-sponsored
redistributive performances intended to indebt subject
peoples, forming a pact of reciprocity at the core of their
obligations to the state. In energetic terms, however,
such ceremonial outlays were paltry recompense for
subjects’ corvée labor; thus, the state accrued surpluses
to finance the governmental apparatus and further
imperial expansion[67].
As mentioned above, though imperial expansion
proceeded apace, imperial consolidation—a suite of
processes and institutions related to the transformation
of subject ethnic polities into more bureaucraticallystandardized provincial units—was highly variable and
spatially discontinuous, forming a mosaic of imperial
control ranging from clientelism and indirect rule
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through local kin-based authorities, to more direct forms
of administration[14, 18, 43–45, 47, 60]. Within this regime of
value, the Inkas sought to naturalize the extraction of
tribute on a massive scale, but it was not without political
vulnerabilities. Inka claims to political supremacy were
bound up with a countervailing communitarian
ethos[55], but also, as Inka rulers received prestations of
labor and its produce, so they were reciprocally obliged
to their subjects wellbeing—a Maussian return of the gift.
To the extent that this form of indirect, hegemonic rule
was legible to subject populations, it also produced
pathways of resistance[81].
Thus, the Inka information revolution was not so much
lodged in a particular technology as it was an interwoven
bundle of innovations in technology, practices, and
institutions, all of which were constructed atop deeper
cultural substrates. Chief among these were khipu
writing and its corps of state bureaucrats, the decimal
administrative system, a vast imperial road system that
linked the capital to a network of regional administrative
and ritual centers, state farms, and a messenger-relay
system. Each is discussed in further detail below.

4

Khipus and Fiber Information Media in
the Andes

The Andean khipu may seem an unlikely medium for an
information registry of a complexity on par with writing
systems in Eurasia until one appreciates the deep-seated
and central role of textiles and related fiber technologies
as communicative media in the Andes. Andean peoples
produced some of the most structurally complex and
virtuosic textiles in the world. Andean fiber crafts can be
traced back to some of the earliest human occupations
of the highlands, as woven vegetal fiber bags and fabrics
dating to 12 790–11 850 Cal BP have been recovered
from Guitarrero Cave[82]. Cotton and wool (derived from
domesticated camelids) were to become the primary
material media for highly elaborated textiles through the
so-called “Cotton Preceramic” Period and subsequent
eras. Cultivated cotton dates to at least 7800 BP, and
indigo dyed cotton textiles dating to 6000 BP (from the
site of Huaca Prieta on the north coast of Peru) predates
the earliest known use of indigo in the Old World by
some 1500 years[83].
These arts and technologies were elaborated through
the development of sophisticated mathematical,
algorithmic, and geometric (especially varied forms of

symmetry) concepts[84–90]. Over at least the last 4000
years of the prehispanic cultural sequence, Andean
peoples seized upon the intrinsic mathematical aspects
of textile production in order to convey meaning in them.
As Conklin[85] observes, “...there is evidence to suggest
that in the ancient Andean world, not only the images and
patterns on the textiles, but also the structure of the
textiles directly conveyed ideas to the user and to the
viewer.” Such semantic encoding in a tactile and visual
medium is radically distinct from relationships between
language, writing, and image as they developed in the
west[85, 88, 91, 92]. In the Andean context, khipus were
situated within a broader field of fiber arts and
technologies that span seemingly unrelated domains,
including textiles, cordage, and braiding, even cordagebased suspension bridges and elaborately braided roof
thatching, all of which draw on shared structural
properties, knowledge systems, and exquisitely-attuned
sensibilities to the affordances of fiber media[93–95].
Andean braiding technologies—particularly as
elaborated in slings—are among the most complex ever
devised[96, 97]. That is to say, khipus emerged from this
especially advanced domain of knowledge and
technological advancement in the Andean world.
4.1

Precursors to Inka khipus:
information threshold?

An

earlier

Khipus fit into this field of knowledge and practice in a
most interesting manner, especially in relation to the
information threshold hypothesis proposed by Shin
et al.[4]. On one hand, the basic form was not sui generis
with the Inka, but as just discussed, was rooted in a deep
seated and diverse field of fiber-based information
registries. Inka imperial khipus likely derived from a
spectrum of related knotted cord devices were likely
commonly utilized for simpler accounting tasks, such as
monitoring camelid herd populations and the like. The
continued use of khipus in highland settings well into the
20th century likely attests to their generalized usage in
antiquity—that is to say, khipus were not monopolized
by state functionaries[46, 91, 92, 98].
On the other hand, during the Late Horizon
(1450−1532 CE) there was a genuine explosion of
khipus and an unprecedented elaboration and
standardization of their structural, visual, and tactile
properties, suggesting they were key innovations for
information management associated with Inka imperial
expansion. The evidence is striking: There are less than
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20 pre-Inka khipus in repositories around the world
today, but some 1300 khipus with presumed Inka
cultural affiliation. Intriguingly, the only corpus of
pre-Inka khipus that display clear data registry
conventions were used by the expansionist state
predecessor of the Inka, namely, the Wari of the Middle
Horizon (600–1000 CE). While detailed comparison of
Wari khipus (of which there are two variants) and Inka
khipus is out of scope here, they share basic
morphological characteristics, but are quite distinct from
Inka khipus[99, 100]. Of the two Wari variants both with
AMS dates ranging from the 7th to 9th century CE[100],
the pendant type—composed of a primary cord and
pendant cords (some with subsidiary cords)—is most
similar morvphologically to Inka khipus, but its pendant
cords contain no knots, and apparently encode
information by means of ornate polychrome patterning
achieved by wrapping the (otherwise monochrome,
cream colored) pendant cords with dyed threads. Only
subsidiary cords have knots, and only overhand knots
were used, never exceeding five knots. The “loop and
branch” style attaches pendant cords (and subsidiary
cords) directly to a looped primary cord; in these
specimens, similar color banding via thread wrapping
was used on the topmost pendants, and overhand knots
(again not exceeding five in number) were tied only on
subsidiary pendants[99, 100]. From these patterns, Wari
khipus have been hypothesized to constitute a
state-controlled data registry system (i.e., they were not
idiosyncratic mnemonic devices, but encoded data by
shared conventions) used by Wari administrators, using
a base five numerical system[100].
In short, the earliest khipus with documented data
registry conventions were elaborated during the era of
the first expansionist states in the Andes, and appear to
represent innovations in information processing for
administrative purposes by state specialists. The very
small sample (N = 17), variation in morphology, and
simplicity of these khipus relative to Inka khipus,
however, suggest limited usage, perhaps only for high
level administrative oversight.
Continuity of structural, visual, and tactile properties
can be traced from Wari to Inka khipus—recording of
information via cord spin and ply directionality, cord
color, branching hierarchies of cords, and knots—but the
explosion of khipus and key structural and mathematical
differences in Inka khipus signal major innovations and
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much more generalized deployment as a state
administrative information system. Inka khipus did not
use thread wrapping to encode information with color,
but rather directly incorporated color into the primary
and pendant cords during spinning and plying, resulting
in a greater diversity of color and patterning. Inka khipus
also systematically incorporated a much greater
diversity of knot types, including the figure eight
(exclusively for the number 1), long knots (overhand
knots in which the cord is passed through the loop
multiple times) to indicate ones place values (values 2–9),
and single overhand knots in discrete groupings
arranged in hierarchical tiers signaling powers of ten
(increasing from ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, and so
on from the distal to proximal ends of pendant cords) in
a base ten recording system[101–103].
While the decimal structure of Inka accounting khipus
was recognized by scholars over a century ago[101, 104],
we have only much more recently come to appreciate
subtleties of how they and their corresponding
accountants—the khipukamayoq (Inka state khipu
reader or master) were arranged in an information
control hierarchy within the state apparatus (Fig. 2).
Here, bureaucratic simplifications in which ayllus were
recast in a nested hierarchy of decimal tributary

Fig. 2 Illustration by the Indigenous chronicler Felipe
Guaman Poma de Ayala[105], depicting the Inka Thupa Inka
Yupanki addressing a khipu administrative accountant
amidst a complex of state storehouses.
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household units (each headed by a kuraka/administrator)
set within an encapsulating dualistic moiety
organization, were monitored and regulated by the state
through a corresponding hierarchy of khipus and their
accountants[51]. Other khipus were used to track the
outputs of labor tribute in the loci of their storage—in the
mass storage complexes of Inka regional centers, for
instance[106]. At a given administrative level, pairs of
khipus were independently maintained to record tribute
levies or goods[51, 106–108]. Such double entry
ledgering—a foundational concept in modern
accounting and finance[62]—both demonstrates the use
of a common encoding system and the state’s
deployment of it as a means of hierarchical,
compartmentalized surveillance. Moving up the
accounting hierarchy, values in a khipu in Level I were
summed in a set of strings on a khipu in Level II, and so
on. Hyland[92] established that khipus exhibiting color
seriation (in which individual pendant cords were
arrayed in repeating color sequences along the main cord)
aggregated information at a higher level in the system,
while those exhibiting color banding (in which pendant
cords were grouped by color, forming bands of
like-colored pendants) recorded more granular
information lower in the hierarchy. Moving down the
accounting hierarchy, information was partitioned
among an increasing number of khipus, each of which
recorded more granular data—for example, the
information in a khipu summarizing tribute among a
waranka (group of 1000 tributaries) would be split in the
next descending level into two pichka pataca (groups of
500 tributaries), which in turn were split into five pataca
(groups of 100 tributaries) in the level below[108]. At the
basal level, khipus recorded information to the level of
individual tributaries, and correlations have now been
hypothesized between colonial administrative texts and
khipu specimens that enable interpretations of specific
semantic loadings of pendant spin/ply directionality,
pendant loop directionality, pendant color, and
subsidiary cords, with pendant cords representing
individual tribute payers[109]. Thus, by means of a
redundant, hierarchical, compartmentalized accounting
system using khipu ledgers, the Inkas were able to
apprehend relevant variables of subject populations as
tributary groups, calculate and levy their labor tribute,
and track its execution and the products that resulted
from it in a centrally-administered and rationalized
system[51, 62, 106, 108, 109].
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4.2

The knotty question of writing

At this point, one may still doubt whether Inka khipus
constitute a form of writing. Among khipu specialists,
however, the questions are no longer whether they did,
but to what degree and how they encoded “writing with
words” or “writing without words”. On one hand,
Salomon has argued persuasively that, given the
enormity of the Inka domain, traversing dozens of
ethno-linguistic territories, information registries
unbounded by language would convey considerable
benefits[46, 110]. The implication here is that Inka khipus
may wholly or in significant measure consist of
semasiographs (here drawing on the work of Gelb[111]
and Sampson[112]); that is, signs that “…do not stand for
the sounds of the name of a referent, but rather for the
referent itself. Taken abstractly, they are not ‘in’ any
particular spoken language. Productive competence
consists of knowing or inventing signs that correspond
to objects within the presumed common semantic grid.
The reader’s competence is to recognize the
correspondence and, optionally, verbalize it in any
appropriate tongue”[46]. Crucially, semasiography
should not be confused with “simplicity” relative to
lexigraphy. Even in the lexigraphically-dominant west,
complex semasiographic systems have developed, such
as musical, chemical, and mathematical notation, Quick
Response (QR) codes, and binary assembly languages,
to name a few. Given the extra-linguistic utility of
semasiography in this polyglot imperial setting, it may
be that the Inkas, and Andean peoples more generally,
pursued a more semasiographically-dominant semiotics
than the peoples of other world areas[46, 110].
Nonetheless, the Inkas did deploy Quechua as an
imperial lingua franca, and it seems increasingly clear
that the lexigraphic/semasiographic question regarding
the code(s) of the khipu is likely not an either/or matter,
but rather some combination of them. Khipus clearly
could be (even if only optionally) and were often
transcribed into lexigraphic texts—written in Quechua
and in Spanish—during the colonial era. Khipu readings
were court-admissible as probative evidence and khipu
readers were often called forth to testify in such matters
as territorial and jurisdictional claims and disputes, and
colonial tribute assessment[113, 114]. Khipukamayoq were
routinely consulted during colonial census surveys
(visitas) as checks on the veracity and accuracy of the
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counts. As communities sought legal redress to the
corruption and abuses of encomenderos (Spanish
colonial trustees), litigant communities summoned cord
keepers to court, who rendered oral expositions of their
khipus, and these testimonies were in turn translated into
Spanish and written into court proceedings as “paper
khipus”[115–117]. Certainly, khipus have been shown to be
capable of lexigraphic reference, in such forms as
logosyllabography[108, 118]. More specifically, they may
have encoded information through a 7-bit binary system,
which, when combined with cord color hue variables,
affords an estimated 1536 possible distinct and
re-combinable units of information[118]. Whether
lexigraphy inhered in the sign system of the khipu,
lexigraphic transcription was minimally an option and
was frequently chosen in the colonial context.
4.3

Narrative khipus

Discussion to this point has centered on
decimally-organized accounting khipus, though they
only constitute about two thirds of the corpus. The other
third share the same general primary/pendant cord
structure, but knots on pendant cords are not grouped by
powers of ten in relation to their distance from the
primary cord[119]. These almost certainly correspond to
a separate class of “narrative”, “letter” or “epistolary”
khipus that were either directly lexigraphic registries, or
highly amenable to lexigraphic transcription.
Chroniclers such as Miguel de Estete, Garcilaso de la
Vega, and Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala
unambiguously and literally (i.e., not analogically)
referred to the khipus carried by boy messengers and
official Inka state chaskis (relay messengers) as
“letters”[94, 119, 120]. Conklin[94] and Quilter and Urton[120]
infer that these khipu letters must have used a shared
coding system, given the vast distances and multiple
exchanges involved. But there is much broader evidence
for such narrative khipus, both documentary and
archaeological. In the early decades of the colonial era,
khipukamayoq were also regularly consulted to narrate
dynastic histories of the Inkas and dictate
genealogies[92, 116, 117, 119, 121, 122]. Thus, the registry of
“history” as absent for the imperial Inka in the Seshat
database is in error. Moreover, the introduction of
alphabetic writing did not displace or extinguish
narrative khipu use, but rather khipu literacy continued
through late colonial era republican era[46, 91, 98, 119]. In
some areas, such as Huarochirí Province in the western
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cordillera near Lima, khipus also remained a key means
of sub rosa long-distance communication among
Andean communities through the colonial era[119]. As
Hyland[119] notes, “Khipu literacy was apparently
widespread in Huarochirí among natives, both men and
women, in the latter half of the eighteenth century.
Evidence suggests that Andeans composed khipu
epistles during the rebellions to ensure secrecy and
affirm cultural legitimacy”. In several communities of
Huarochirí they continue to be used today as patrimonial
regalia of ayllu leadership[46, 91, 92, 123, 124].
Decipherment of narrative khipus remains in its
infancy, though recent and ongoing work by Hyland[119]
with colonial and republican era/ethnographic
non-decimal khipu establishes that their symbolic
capacities are “within the range of logosyllabic writing
systems and notably more symbols than in regional
accounting khipus”. The pioneering analysis of
Hyland[119] provided a plausible direct reading of ayllu
names from an epistolary khipu curated among a set of
community archival documents in the village of Collota,
establishing not only the capacity of narrative khipus for
logosyllabic encoding, but also tantalizing hints as to the
specific encoding conventions by which it occurred.
Most recently, Clindaniel[125] has articulated a
semiology of non-numerical khipus, arguing that they
worked as “Peircean dicent symbolic legisigns (dicent
symbols, or predicates) in binary, hierarchical pairs” and
he outlines a preliminary grammar of the Inka khipu; he
also argues that khipus were conventionalized across the
empire, within certain geographic and genre limits.

5

Infrastructure of Information Control:
The Qhapaq Ñan

The orchestration of imperial administration over the
enormous extent of Tawantinsuyu was of course also
enabled by the elaboration of an immense imperial road
system and its associated infrastructure and personnel.
The Inka Qhapaq Ñan (royal highway) made up a
network of some 40 000 km of roads, traversing the
hyperarid Pacific coastal zone, over the second highest
mountain range in the world (with many high passes over
5000 meters above sea level), and extending into the
cloud forests and upper reaches of the Amazon Basin to
the east[126] (Fig. 1). Like the Inka khipu, the Qhapaq Ñan
appears as a sudden innovation built upon legacy
elements. Far from a tabula rasa, the Inkas inherited a
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landscape encrusted by a dense network of ancient paths,
including road infrastructure from the Middle Horizon
Wari and Tiwanaku states[127–129]. Llama caravanners
had long acted as the ligature of long-distance exchange
using ancient path networks, in turn linking
altitudinally-stacked resource zones through circulatory
exchange networks[128, 130–135]. The Inkas dramatically
upscaled these logistics, superimposing a categorically
distinct state road network of purposefully limited
integration with traditional paths, in a manner not
dissimilar to the interstate network relative to state,
county, and local roads in the United States. The network
was designed around two main north-south highways
running roughly parallel along the coastal zone to the
west and through the highlands to the east. Transverse
highways through Pacific drainages and their upland
valleys connected the two parallel trunklines[126].
The road system facilitated personnel and military
movements, llama caravans, porters, communications,
and the royal entourage of the Inka ruler[80, 126]. A
network of provisioned and staffed imperial tambos
(waystations) at regular intervals facilitated the
movement of personnel. Rapid communications (and
even rapid transport of exotic goods) were enabled by
chaski relay messengers, stationed every 6–9 km
throughout the network. By means of this short and
regular spacing, the chaskis could run at a fast pace and
cover some 240 km per day[136]. As discussed above, the
number of transfers over the vast distances
involved—some 375 transfers between Quito and
Cuzco, for example[126], (as cited in Ref. [137])—in
transmitting khipu epistles (discussed above) implies
that the khipus must have used a code common to the
writer and reader at opposite ends of the messaging chain.
But the Qhapaq Ñan not only facilitated or enabled
transit, it also canalized and controlled the flow of traffic;
it rendered legible and partially aligned diverse
landscapes to a geopolitical imaginary, connecting the
four suyus (sectors or jurisdictions) of Tawantinsuyu and
their regional centers to the capital in Cuzco, where the
four main roads literally converged on its central plaza
(the Awkaypata)[29, 31]. Imperial roads regulated and
limited certain state-sanctioned flows of people and
things by enclosing them within a centrally-designed
and monitored network of nodes and edges. Graph
theoretic and spatial network analyses of the road system
strongly indicate that it was optimized to connect Cuzco
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and regional centers such as Hatunqolla[48],
Vilcashuamán[69, 138], Hatun Xauxa[18, 139, 140], and
Pumpu[64, 70], rather than optimizing the articulation of
imperial centers vis-à-vis the agro-pastoral and
settlement systems of subject populations at locality and
regional scales[69, 141, 142]. That is to say, the imperial
network optimized inter-regional articulation of top tier
imperial centers and the capital city. This
administratively expedient and thin overlay likely
enabled rapid scalar expansion, but at the cost of rather
weak linkages and low granularity of information about
local conditions and diversity. In the imperial heartland,
a more comprehensive Inkaic integration of roads,
settlements, centers, sacred places, and agro-pastoral
landscapes was well underway by the eve of the
conquest[29, 32, 34], but given the frictions of distance and
the energetics of infrastructure development, such
transformations in the provinces lagged behind imperial
ambitions. The efficacy of the imperial road network as
a technology of power is also attested by its continued
use through the colonial era. Indeed, the basal level
settlement system of the colonial era is largely defined
by literal path dependency, as the distribution of over
1000 planned colonial towns built during the General
Resettlement of Indians in the 1570s CE closely follows
the trunklines of the Qhapaq Ñan[143].

6

Conclusion

The Seshat Global History databank has provided the
basis for a series of comparative studies that seek to
understand the broad contours of Holocene social
evolution, enabling analyses such as the information
threshold model of Shin et al.[4]. As in virtually all
comparative framings, the Inkas and their ancestors
occupy a seemingly paradoxical place in the database,
at once displaying the hallmarks of complexity but
“lacking” others—writing and related information
technologies principal among them. I have argued,
however, that such apparent paradoxes are figments of
database ontology and registry rather than real patterns
and trends in past social arrangements and dynamics.
Nonetheless, as Shin et al.[4] have explored, the
aggregate data as registered display an intriguing
sinusoidal relationship between a group of variables
related to scale (PC1) and information processing (PC2),
which is the basis for their proposed dual threshold
model of social dynamics, discussed above. My position
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is that the Cuzco NGA does not violate the scale or
information thresholds, as they appear to in the model,
but rather that the data as constituted in the Seshat
database are insensitive to the relevant technologies,
institutions, and practices that account for the rapid
expansion—and the vulnerabilities—of Tawantinsuyu
as a political formation.
We are now in a position to present some summary
observations with regard to these variables and
processes. As in many other world regions, the Inkas,
building in part on the statecraft, information
technologies, and infrastructure of their predecessors,
gradually
and
incrementally
consolidated
a
jurisdictional state in the greater Cuzco area between the
11th and 14th centuries CE through a mix of militarism,
diplomacy, marriage alliance, and institution building.
Sometime around 1300 CE, they had established
dominance throughout this core area, building royal
estates,
major
agricultural
infrastructural
transformations, and a marked settlement hierarchy well
beyond the bounds of face-to-face interaction. Between
the 13th and 15th centuries, the Inka state likely
surpassed a scalar threshold, as dynamics for further
growth and consolidation beyond this point would have
increasingly required innovations in information
technology.
By the mid-15th century, such innovations appear to
have emerged or matured, ushering in an information
revolution, and in turn enabling the observed explosive
expansion of Tawantinsuyu, which was only halted with
the Spanish invasion. These innovations were not
limited to a single technology or technological domain,
but were bundled across systems of administration,
information management, and infrastructure in the form
of greatly elaborated khipus maintained by a
bureaucratic corps of khipu specialists, decimal
administration, an imperial road system, and an
associated network of regional centers, state farms, and
judicial and central finance systems. Khipus emerged
from a substrate of advanced Andean fiber arts and
technology, but as standardized forms they initially
appeared as innovations in information management
associated with the emergence of expansionist states in
the Middle Horizon. Their use and elaboration increased
dramatically with Inka imperial expansion some four
hundred years later, likely coinciding with the first
explosive pulse of imperial conquest under Pachakutiq
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Inka Yupanki Inka in the mid-15th century, CE, in
parallel with the development of decimal administration,
a judicial system, and other expansionistic policies.
Though the work of decipherment is far from completion,
it is now clear that khipus constituted a form of writing
(with or without words) via variably semasiographic and
lexigraphic (likely logosyllabic) encoding, with
conventionalization over very large geographic areas in
the empire. Khipus and their accountants afforded
efficient means of rationalizing and financializing labor
and its produce in a vast redistributive economy, in
concert with a broader set of productive, logistical, and
accounting infrastructural systems. Khipus also made
possible information exchange and legitimated Inka
sovereignty over the vast, growing, and diverse imperial
domain. What is exceptional about the Inkas is not the
absence of certain state information technologies present
elsewhere, but the forms and pathways through which
their information technologies manifested.
All of these innovations were coupled to a
ritually-mediated ideological and political program that
was quite legible to many subject peoples. Varied forms
of indirect rule through co-opted or allied intermediate
elites of large, formerly autonomous polities were the
norm in the provinces. However, such an approach left
the state open to counterclaims of legitimacy, and in any
case left blind spots to the state and relied on a system
that rendered a dizzyingly complex ethnic, ecological,
and political landscape in much simpler terms.
Identifying the vulnerabilities of the state are of equal
importance to the factors that account for its emergence
and growth if we are to understand observed oscillations
of centralization and hierarchy here and elsewhere.
The workings of Andean societies did elaborate
exceptional responses to challenges facing complex
societies more generally, but not in the form of the
sociotechnical absences often ascribed to them. Their
ingenious and perhaps unique modes of information
registry and management, political and economic
organization, and networked solutions to an extremely
diverse landscape deserve careful consideration in a
global comparative framework. Identifying and
analyzing the full range of diversity in human ingenuity
will help us better model and understand the scalar and
information threshold problems through the long course
of the human story as we currently understand it.
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